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Evan Davis <davise@gmail.com> Tue, Apr 19, 2016 at 3:41 PM
To: Cameron Fry <cfry@coolbreezeair.com>

Recieved as such:

[Quoted text hidden]

Evan Davis <davise@gmail.com> Tue, Apr 19, 2016 at 3:48 PM
To: Cameron Fry <cfry@coolbreezeair.com>

Send from your copy of Outlook 2010 back to me, we will see if this helps.
Thanks,
Evan
On Tue, Apr 19, 2016 at 3:37 PM, Cameron Fry <cfry@coolbreezeair.com> wrote:
[Quoted text hidden]
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Send Me Something Email version 3.oft
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Cameron Fry <cfry@coolbreezeair.com> Tue, Apr 19, 2016 at 4:06 PM
To: Evan Davis <davise@gmail.com>

Evan

Are you asking me to upload this into my Personal Forms and send it.

That’s what I am going to do for now

Cam

From: Evan Davis [mailto:davise@gmail.com]Sent: April-19-16 3:49 PMTo: Cameron Fry <cfry@coolbreezeair.com>Subject: Re: Here is the form with the graphic on both pages, let me know if you can see it.
[Quoted text hidden]

Cameron Fry <cfry@coolbreezeair.com> Tue, Apr 19, 2016 at 4:14 PM
To: Evan Davis <davise@gmail.com>

Evan

It is working so far.
Can you tell me what you did?

From: Evan Davis [mailto:davise@gmail.com]Sent: April-19-16 3:49 PMTo: Cameron Fry <cfry@coolbreezeair.com>Subject: Re: Here is the form with the graphic on both pages, let me know if you can see it.

Send from your copy of Outlook 2010 back to me, we will see if this helps.
Thanks,

Evan
[Quoted text hidden]

Evan Davis <davise@gmail.com> Tue, Apr 19, 2016 at 4:11 PM
To: Cameron Fry <cfry@coolbreezeair.com>
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Great! See screenshot below, I embeded the graphic above your signature as an image on the form and saved as an OFT rather than on a second
page:

[Quoted text hidden]

Cameron Fry <cfry@coolbreezeair.com> Tue, Apr 19, 2016 at 4:34 PM
To: Evan Davis <davise@gmail.com>

Evan

That is a workaround that will do for now and it has helped us put a bandaid on things.

HOWEVER

We s ll cant send the form template out of Personal Templates and have it work.

Can you look into this for me ?

Thanks

From: Evan Davis [mailto:davise@gmail.com]

Gmail - Here is the form with the graphic on both pages, let me know if ... https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=009f1a63d4&view=pt&sear...
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Sent: April-19-16 4:11 PM
[Quoted text hidden]

[Quoted text hidden]

Evan Davis <davise@gmail.com> Tue, Apr 19, 2016 at 4:36 PM
To: Cameron Fry <cfry@coolbreezeair.com>

Cameron,
Yes, my initial thought is that we want to take the new form as it is and publish it into the personal templates under a new name.
See screenshot below for steps i've made for the new form.
Let me know if this helps.
Thanks
Evan

[Quoted text hidden]
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